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Superstar

By Alex Makowicki

Two thousand years ago a son was born to die and to inject some humanity into an ancient religion and bless a null across the centuries that no other individual has equaled. From one viewpoint point it is all but impossible to accurately picture and portray such a person. It can’t be counted on for objectivity, and only a few bits and pieces of true historical data exist.

"Jesus Christ — Superstar" represents the interpretation of the ordinary human mind, two young British songwriters, Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber. Their album, a rock opera of the "Tommy" era, was far more than a musical content, pictures Christ as an idealistic, exhilarated young man inspired by his own divine mission. Released late last fall, it has gained steadily in popularity. Now the official Vatican radio station is airing it, unadulterated, energetic rock and roll from Blind Faith/Traffic, (Mercury) faith singers. The group is obviously a talent for the future. It is too early to speak of a mediocre people. But it is all good. They don’t do things you say.” Till the end, Chapter Two — Judas. Rather than the thief is the haunting burial song at the end. The album is a departure from the ordinary but the mood, not the physical sensation of expense of the sexually repressed. But in retrospect, Bruce’s reputation as a comic does not seem to measure up to his legend. Maybe he’s got a future as a social commentator, a less than funny. At least three of the routines lack sufficient punch to elicit an instant laugh. These three are some of the more borderline cases are basically dirty jokes with a little embellishment. At this point we are led into the world of dirty humor that must accompany any discussion of the career of Lenny Bruce. To Bruce’s audience of the sexually repressed 50% of his material had a certain “forbidden fruit” quality that made it funny. These days mere dirt — is not going to repeat it since I protested that it is hard on Lenny. Although he was watching TV in Las Vegas?” “Tits and ass!” — unfortunately it’s on another album and (on this side) he doesn’t say it with a watermelon slice up his ass.
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